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ACCESSIBLE POINTS OF HEREDITARILY
DECOMPOSABLE CHAINABLE CONTINUA

PIOTR MINC AND W. R. R. TRANSUE

Abstract. In this paper it is proven that a chainable continuum X can be

embedded in the plane in such a way that every point is accessible from its

complement if and only if it is Suslinean. An example is shown of an hereditar-

ily decomposable chainable continuum which cannot be embedded in the plane

in such a way that each endpoint is accessible.

1. Introduction

H. Cook, in the University of Houston problem book, asks (Problem 5) "Can

every hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum be embedded in the plane

in such a way that each endpoint is accessible from the complement?", and

(Problem 6) "Is it true that a chainable continuum can be embedded in the

plane in such a way that every point is accessible from the complement if and

only if it is Suslinean?". These questions are answered, the first negatively and

the second affirmatively. We prove in addition that if the set of nondegenerate

generalized end layers (see below for definitions) of an hereditarily decompos-

able chainable continuum is countable then it may be embedded so that each

endpoint is accessible.

A continuum is a compact connected metric space. A continuum is chain-
able if, for each e > 0 there is an e-map (i.e. a continuous function whose
point inverses have diameter less than e) onto an interval. This notion may be

equivalently defined using chain coverings or inverse limits of arcs. A point x

of a chainable continuum is an endpoint if, for each e > 0 there is an e-map

onto an interval sending x to an endpoint of the interval. A continuum is

decomposable if it can be written as the union of two of its proper subcontinua,

otherwise it is indecomposable. A continuum is hereditarily decomposable if

each nondegenerate subcontinuum is decomposable. A continuum is Suslinean

if any disjoint collection of its nondegenerate subcontinua is countable. Note

that each Suslinean continuum is hereditarily decomposable.
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A point p in a subset X of the plane is accessible from the complement

provided there is an arc A in the plane so that X n A = {p} . Acc(A) is the

set of all such points.

Chainable continua can always be embedded in the plane. Indecomposable

continua, when embedded in the plane, necessarily leave many points inacces-

sible from the complement [6]. Hereditarily decomposable chainable continua

may often be embedded so that some points are inaccessible (as in a ray spiraling

around an arc) or all points are accessible (as in the standard sin ^ curve). This

paper describes a construction which may be viewed as the process of obtaining

the latter type of embedding.

2. Preliminaries

If S is a set, cl(S), int(S) and inte (S) denote the closure, interior and the

interior relative to C, respectively. The distance from x to y will be denoted

by |x-y|. If e >0, ¿@(S, e) = {x\\x-s\ <e for some s in S}. The interior

of an arc is the arc minus its endpoints. If Sx, S2, ... is a sequence of compact

sets lim,_00.S'i denotes the limit in the Hausdorff distance [4].

We shall assume some familiarity with Chapter V, §48 of [4]. In particular

given a chainable hereditarily decomposable continuum X (or more generally

an hereditarily decomposable continuum irreducible between two points), there

is a continuous function g from X onto [0, 1] so that g~x(t) is a maximal

nowhere dense subcontinuum for each t in [0,1]. We shall call g a Kura-

towski function. Subcontinua g~x(t) are called layers of X ; g~x(0) andg-1(l)

are called end layers of X ; the other layers are called interior layers. If x and y

are points of X we denote by [x, y] the continuum irreducible between x and

y . Denote [x, y] minus its end layers by (x, y). Denote also [x, y] minus its
layer containing y (or x) by [x, y) (or (x, y], respectively).

We will define layers in a more general sense considering layers of layers and

their layers and so on, as in [10 and 8].

Define 3o to be {X} . If a = ß + 1 then J2fa will consist of the degenerate

elements (points) of .2^ and the layers of nondegenerate elements of 5fß . For

a limit ordinal a define Ji?a to be the coarsest decomposition of X refining all

Jz^'s for ß < a. Observe that in the last case £?a consists of the intersections

C\ß<a Lß - where Lß e Sfß . It was shown in [8] that there is a countable t so

that S'x contains only degenerate elements. The elements of \Jß<rJ*?ß will be

called generalized layers of X . By generalized end layers we will understand

those generalized layers of X which are not contained in interior layers of any

other generalized layer of X. (It follows that X itself is a generalized end

layer.) Note that any endpoint of A is a degenerate generalized end layer. It

should be observed that generalized layers are terminal subcontinua (in the sense

of [2]) of X. So it follows from [2, Lemma 2, p. 464] that each degenerate

generalized end layer is an endpoint of X .
By considering Kuratowski functions on generalized layers we can introduce

an order (nonunique) "<" on X so that if a < c < b then c e [a, b], see

[7, §3, p. 178] for details. It is easy to see that if C is a subcontinuum it has

leftmost (least) and rightmost (greatest) points which we denote by 1(C) and

r(C), respectively.
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3. An hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum
having uncountably many nondegenerate generalized end layers

This continuum will be shown (see Corollary 6.6) to be a counterexample to

Cook's problem 5. It is helpful to bear this in mind going through §§4 and 5 of

this paper.

Example 3.1. We will give an example of an hereditarily decomposable con-

tinuum X so that for each embedding of X into the plane there will be an

endpoint of X which is not accessible from the complement of X . Our con-

tinuum X is the inverse limit of [0, 1] with the bonding maps fo, fx, f2, ...

defined by the following formulas

fo(t) =

if 0 < 7 < 1/3,

if 1/3 < 7 < 2/3,

if 2/3 < t < 1,

and

fn+l(t)

\fn(3t)

f — 37
9r-4

|-3i
l + lfn(3t-2)

if0<t<\,

if \< t < I,
if I < t < ¡,
if § < t < \ ,

if § <t< 1.

Let pn denote the projection of A to [0,1] so that p„ = f„ opn+l for

« = 0,1,....
Let a. [0, 1] -> [0, 1/3] be defined by g0(t) = t/3 and let gx: [0, 1] ->

[2/3, 1] be defined by gx(t) = 2/3 +1/3 . Observe that g¡ is a homeomorphism
and gi o fn = fn+x o gj for i = 0, 1. So g¿ induces an embedding h¡ of X

into itself. Observe that p„ o hi = g¡ o p„ for i = 0, 1 and « = 0,1,.... Let
Ai denote the continuum h¡(X). Observe that A0 and Ax are the end layers

of X and X \ (Ao U Ax) is homeomorphic to the real line.

For each finite sequence eo, ex, ... , en of 0's and l's we will define an in-

terval 7(e0, £i, ... , e„) by recursion, setting 7(0) = [0, 1/3], 7(1) = [2/3, 1]
and I(i,ex,e2,... ,e„) = gi(I(Ex,e2,... ,en)). Observe that I(e0,ex,... ,en)

C 7(e0, ex, ... , e„_i) and that /„ restricted to 7(e0, ex, ... , e„) is a homeo-

morphism onto 7(eo, ei, • • • , £n-i) for «=1,2,....

For each finite sequence en, fii, ... , e„ of 0's and l's we will define a con-

tinuum A(&o, ex, ... , b„) by recursion, setting A(i) = A¡ and

A(i,e{,e2, ... , e„) = hi(A(Ex ,e2, ... , e„)).

Observe that pk(A(e0, ex, ... , e„)) = I(eo, zx, .. ■ , en) for k, n = 0, 1, 2, ... .
Let Eq, ex, e2, ...   be an arbitrary infinite sequence of 0's and l's.   Since

Pn(A(£o ,Ex, ... , En)) = I(e0 , Ex, ... , En) and /„ restricted to 7(e0, E\, £«)

is a homeomorphism onto 7(e0 ,ex, ... , en+x ), we have f|^o ^eo, ex, ... , e„)
is an arc. Since A(eq, ex, ... , e„) is a generalized end layer, we have that

n^lo^(eo - £i - • • • ' e«) lsa generalized end layer. So X has uncountably many

nondegenerate generalized end layers.
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4.   6-MAPS FROM HEREDITARILY DECOMPOSABLE CHAINABLE CONTINUA

The following lemma is a restatement of Lemma 7, p. 388 in [3] and the

proof will be omitted.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose C is an hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum

and n > 0. There is an n-map h: C —» [0,1] so that h(l(C)) = 0 and
h(r(C)) = l.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose C is a chainable, hereditarily decomposable continuum, A

and B are end layers of C, e > 0, f is an E-mapfrom AuB into R (the reals)

with f(A) = [ax, a2], f(B) = [bx, b2] and a2 < b\. Let CA and CB be two
disjoint subcontinua of C so that A c int(O) and B c int(Cß). Let ß? be a

finite collection of points or intervals contained in [ax, a2] U [bx, b2]. If ô > 0,

there is an E-map f:C^> [ax, b2] withf\Al)B = f, f   ([ax, a2\) c int(C^),

7~l ([bx, b2]) c int(CB), and f~\l) c 3§(f~x(I), S) for each /e/.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Take a e A and b e B so that f(a) = a2 and f(b) = bx.
Let us extend / to a function sending some open set containing Ali B into

[ax, a2] li [bx, b2]. Let /* denote the restriction of this function to a closed

neighborhood U of Al)B so that /* is an e-map and f~x(t) c £%(f~x(t), à)

for each t e[ax, a2] U [bx, b2]. We can assume that U c int^) n int(Cg).

Let ma be a number so that ma < a2, diam(f~x([ma, a2])) < e, and

for each / e/ if 7 n [ma, a2] ^ 0 then a2 e I. Similarly, let w¿, be a

number so that m¡, > a2, diam(/~'([c7i, m¿])) < e, and for each 7 e ¡%? if

7 n [bx, mb] ̂  0 then bx e I.

Let g: C —> [0, 1] be a Kuratowski function with g(A) = 0 and g(B) = 1.

Let ta and tb be so that C \ g~x((ta, tb)) c U.
Let « be a positive number so that

(1) n<E,

(2) n<ô,
(3) «<e-diam(/, x([ma,a2])),

(4) n < e - diam(/-'([ôi, mb])),
(5) ^(a,n)cf-x([ma,a2\),

(6) <%(b,n)cf-x([bx,mb\),
(7) <%(A,n)ng-x([ta, l]) = 0 and

(8) <%(B,n)ng-x([O,tb]) = 0.

Let « be an n-map from C to E so that h(a) — a2 and «(e) = bx.

Let ca , cb , da, db be such that a2 < da < ca < cb < db < bx,

diam(h~x([a2, ca])) < n   and    diam(h~x([cb, bx])) < n.

Since g~x([ta, 1]) is connected, 3ê(a, n)ng-x([ta, 1]) = 0, h~x([a2,da])

C&(a, n) and bx e h(g~x([ta, 1])), we have that g~x([ta, 1]) C h~x([da, oo)).

Similarly we can prove that g~x([0, tb]) c «~'((-oo, db]). It follows that

g~l([ta, tb]) c h~x([da, db]). Let »S be the component of h~x([da, db\) con-

taining g~x([ta, tb]). Since A and B are end layers of C, A çl S, S <£ A,

B <£ S and S <t- B, we have that S n (A U B) = 0. Let F be a closed and
open subset of h~x([da, db]) containing S and missing A Li B. Let x be

a continuous function from C onto [0, 1] so that T(«_1([ca, cbX)) — 1  and
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t(C \ h~x((da, db))) = 0. Our function / is defined by

!h(x)    if x e Fnh~x([ca, ab]),

T(x)h(x) + (I - x(x))f(x)    ifxeF\h-x([ca,cb]),

f(x)     ifx£F.

Observe that / is continuous.

Since F\h-x([ca,cb])ch-x([a2,ca])Uh-x([cb,bx])c^(a, n)U&(b, n),

^(a, «) c_f-x([ma,a2]), ^(b, n) c f;x([bx,mb\) and h(F) c [da,db] we

have that f(F) c [ma, mb].

To prove that diam(/ (t)) < e, we will consider the cases where (i) t < ma

or mb < t, (ii) ma < t < ca, (iii) cb < t < mb and (iv) ca <t <cb.

In case (i) we have that / (t) n F = 0 and thus / (t) - f~x(t) and the

proof follows from the fact that f* is an e-map.

In case (ii) we have that / (t) c frl([ma, a2]) U h~x([a2, ca]). Since n <

e -diam(f-x([ma, a2])), diam(h-x([a2, ca])) < n and a e f~l([ma, a2]) n

h~x([a2, ca]), we have that diam(/   (r)) < e .

The proof in case (iii) is analogous to that in case (ii).

In case (iv) we have that / (t) c h~x(t) and the proof follows from the fact

that « < e and « is an «-map.

To complete the proof of the lemma we have to show that  /   (7)  c

âë(f~x(I), S) for each /£/. If 7 c [ax, ma) then f~\l) = f~x(I) and
since f~x(t) c ¿%(f~x(t), S) for each t e [ax, a2] U [bx, b2], we have that

7_1(7)C^(/-1(7),5).

If ln[ma, a2] ¿ 0 then a2 e I. In this case / (7) c /-1(7)U«-1([«2, ca]).
Since f-x(I)c^(f-x(I),S), diam(h-x([a2,ca]))<n<3 and a e f~x(I) n

h~x([a2, ca]), we have that /~'(7) c &(f-\I),ö).
The proof in case I c[bx, b2] is similar.   D

If f% is a collection of sets, the union of all elements of 3lf will be denoted

by 3T .

Lemma 4.3. Suppose C is an hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum,

si = {Li, L2, ... , Ln) is a collection of layers of C listed in order, in the sense

that if I < i < j < n, x e Li and y e L¡ then x < y. Let Dx, D2, ... , Dn be
a collection of mutually disjoint subcontinua of C so that L¡ c int(D¡) for each

i = 1,...,«. Suppose also that e > 0 and ax < bx < a2 < b2 < ■ ■ ■ < an < bn

are real numbers. Let f: sé* —» R be an E-map such that f(L¡) = [a¡, b¡]

where

aief([l(C),l(Li)]nLi)    and    b¡ e f([r(L,), r(C)]nLt)

for each i = 1,...,«.   F/ze« there is an E-map f:C—>Rso that f ex-

tends f, f(l(C)) <J(x) < 7(r(C)) for each x e C, and T\[a,,bi]) c D¡,
f([l(C),r(U)]) = [/(/(C)), b,] and f([l(L,), r(C)]) = [a,-, f(r(C))] for i =
l,...,n.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. Observe that/(/(C)) = ax if 1(C) e Lx , and f(r(C)) = bn
if r(C) e L„ .   Without loss of generality we may assume that Li   and L„
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are the end layers of C. (If it is needed, we may simply add a layer to the

collection sé and extend / applying Lemma 4.1.) For each i = 1,...,«- 1

let C¡ = [r(L¡), l(Li+x)], A¡ = C, n L¡, 73, = Q n Li+i , a = min f(Ai) and
d¡ = max f(B¡). Observe that Li+l = 7?, u Ai+x for i = 1,...,(«- 2), and
consequently /(7?,)u/(^,+i) = [c,+i, d¡] with c¡+x < d¡. Since / is an e-map

there is a positive number Ô so that / is an (e - 2<î)-map. There is a finite

collection %f of points and intervals contained in sé* so that^* = f(sé*),

diam(/_1(7)) < e - 26 for each I e%?, and for each t e [ci+l, d¡] where i =

I,... ,n-2 there is 7 e X so that tele [ci+i, d¡]. Let ßfi = {7 e ßf\I C
f(Ai U Bj)}. Applying Lemma 4.2 for each of the continua C, with end layers

Ai and 73, we get an e-map f■: C, —► [c,, if,] so that f¡\A¡ U 73, = f\A¡ U 73,,

/-1(/(^,)) c D,, ff\fi(Bi)) c DM and fr\l) <z &(f~\I), Ô) for each
I e yf¡. Let / = (J^Tq1 / . We will prove that / is an e-map, the other required

properties of / are apparent.

Take t e [ax, bn].  Let / be the smallest integer so that t e [c,, d¡].  If

i = n — 1  or í < ci+x  then /   (t) = f~l(t), so we can assume that í e

[ci+x, di]. There is 7 e ^n^f+i so that tel. Now, /" (f) = ffx(t) u

f-J« c /-'(7)uy;-J(7) c ¿$(f-x(I),S).   Since diam(/-'(7)) < e - 2<5,

diam(^(/_1(7), ¿)) < e and consequently diam(/   (/)) < e .   D

Definition. Let f% be a finite collection of subcontinua of an hereditarily de-

composable chainable continuum X.

Suppose that 3? is semimonotone in the sense that if A, B e 3? then either

Af\B = 0, or Ac B or B c A . We will denote by E(3?) the set {x\x = 1(C)
or x = r(C) for some C e Jf}. If C e Jf let Jf(C) be the collection of
K e Jf so that A c C, K ^ C and A is contained in no other element of
Jf which is contained in C.

Let / be a map of Jf* into an ordered arc. We will say that / respects the

order of Jf if

(i) if a € E(Jf), b e E(Jf) and a < b then f(a) < f(b), and
(Ü) f(C) = [/(/(C)), f(r(C))] for every CeJf.

In the case where the domain of / is an interval we will say that / strictly

respects the order of Jf if the above definition is satisfied with condition (ii)

replaced by

(ii),   f(1(C), r(C)) = (f(1(C)), f(r(C))) for every CeJf.

We will say that / is controlled by Jf if

(i) / respects the order of Jf ,

(ii) if C e Jf and D e Jf(C) then either

(*) ñU(C), r(D)]) = [/(/(C)), f(r(D))] or

(**) f([l(D), r(C)]) = [f(l(D)), f(r(C))], and

(iii) if C e Jf and Jf(C) contains at least two elements then for each

D e Jf(C) (*) holds and there is a continuum C(D) c C so that f~x(f(D)) n
C c intc(C(F>)) and C(DX) n C(D2) = 0 for every two different A andD2
from A(C).
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We will say that / is strictly controlled by Jf (again, this will be used only

when the domain of / is an interval) if / strictly respects the order of Jf

and the above definition is satisfied with the conditions (*) and (**) replaced

by the following

(*), f([1(C), r(D))) = [f(1(C)), f(r(D))),

{**), f(W), r(C)]) = (f(l(D)), f(r(C))].

If Jf is a finite collection of generalized layers, we say that Jf is complete if

XeJf and

(i) if C e Jf and Jf(C) contains at least two elements then all elements

of Jf(C) are layers of C.
(ii) if A e Jf and 73 e Jf then there is C 6 Jf so that A u B c C.

Lemma 4.4. Let Z be a finite collection of generalized layers of an hereditarily

decomposable chainable continuum X. Then for each positive number e there

is a complete finite collection Jf of generalized layers of X and there is an
E-map f: X —> R so that Z c Jf and f is controlled by Jf.

Proof of Lemma 4.4. Since each finite collection Z of generalized layers can be
extended to a finite, complete collection, we may assume that Z is complete.

By adding to the collection {l(M)} for each minimal (under inclusion) element

M of Z, we can assume that each minimal element of Z is a single point. We
define / on the union of one point elements of Z, and then extend it gradually

to other elements of Z. Suppose that C eZ and /> is an e-map defined on

(Z(C))* so that fo is controlled by some collection Jfo of generalized layers
of X. To complete the proof it is enough to extend fo to an e-map defined

on C and controlled by some complete collection Jf containing Jfo .

Case: Z(C) has more than one element. Let Z(C) = {Lx ,L2, ... , L„}.
Since Z is complete the elements of Z(C) are layers of C. There is a

collection Dx, D2, ... , Dn of mutually disjoint subcontinua of C so that L, c

intc(A) for each i = 1,...,« . Applying Lemma 4.3, we can extend fo to
C.

Case: Z(C) has one element. Let Co be the element of Z(C). We shall

construct a sequence Co C Q c C2 • ■ • of generalized layers of L, and a

sequence of functions fo C f C f2-- ■ so /• : C, —► R is an e-map which
respects the order of {C,} . Moreover, for each / we will have that either

(*),• /+i([/(C,+i),r(C,)]) = [/+i(/(C,+,)),/(r(C,))], or

(**), fi+x([l(C,),r(C1+x)]) = [fi(l(Ci)),fi+x(r(Ci+x))], and

if C, is a layer of C,+i the condition (*), will hold.
Since any chain of generalized layers is well ordered, this process will neces-

sarily end with some Ck = C. So, to complete the proof in the case considered

it suffices to take one step of the construction.

Suppose C, ^ C and / are given with /(/(C,)) = a and /(r(C,)) = b. Let

f, : X —> [a, b] be a continuous extension of / . Let U be an open set (in C)
containing C, so that f,\U is an e-map. There is a continuum C¡+\ which

is either C or a generalized layer of C such that a layer Y of C,+i contains
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d and is contained in U. Let L = [l(Ci+x), l(Y)] and R = [r(Y), r(Cl+l)].
Observe that C,+i = L u R.

If l(Ci) e L and r(d) e R, then a e fi(LnY), b e f(Rn Y) and Lemma
4.3 can be applied to extend f*\Y to an e-map fi+x: C¡+x —► M such that

/+i(L) = [/+i(/(C,+i)), ô] and f+x(R) = [a, fi+x(r(Ci+x))], and in this case
the construction is completed. So, without loss of generality, we may assume

that r(Ci) £ R and consequently r(C¡) e L. Note that in this case C, 7-. Y,

so C, is not a layer of C,+i. Since l(C¡+x) < /(C,) < r(C¡), we have that

l(C,)eL.
Let 5 = [r(Ci), r(Y)], and let A and 73 be the layers of S containing r(C,)

and r(Y) respectively. Let c = minfi(A). It follows from Lemma 4.1 that

there is an e-map « of 73 onto an interval [d, e] with d > b and h(r(Y)) = e .

Let «* : A U B —> R be so that «*|^ = /»|^4 and h*\A = h . There is a positive
number ¿ so that f*\Y is an (e - 2¿)-map. There is a finite collection ßf of

points and intervals contained in [c, b] so that ßf* = [c, b], diam(/~'(7)) <

e - 2ô for each I eßf. Applying Lemma 4.2 we get an e-map « : S —► [c, e]

so that h\AuB = h,\Al)B and F*J7) c &(f~x(I), <?) for each I e ß?. Let

g: Y -+[a, e] be defined by g(y) = h(y) if y e S and g(y) = f*(y) otherwise.
Observe that g is an e-map so that a e g([l(Ci+l), l(Y)]n F) = g(Ln F) and
£ € c?([''(C,+i) • r(Y)] n F). We then apply Lemma 4.3 to extend g to an e-

map fi+x: Ci+l -> M so that /+i(/(C,+i)) < /+i(x) < /+i(r(C,+))) for each
x e Ci+x, and f+l([l(Y), r(Ci+l))]) = [a, fM(r(CM))]. Observe that (**),■
is satisfied and the construction is completed.    D

Lemma 4.5. Let Jf be a complete finite collection of generalized layers of an

hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X. Suppose that f: X -> [0, 1]

is a function controlled by Jf and e is a positive number. Then there is a positive

number S so that for each S-map g: X —> [0, 1] which respects the order of Jf

there is a map p: [0, 1 ] —> [0, 1 ] such that

(i) p is strictly controlled by g(Jf),
(ii) p(g(e)) = f(e) for each e e E(Jf), and

(iii) \p(g(x)) - f(x)\ < e for each x e X.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. For each C e Jf for which Jf(C) contains more than

one element and for each D e Jf(C) let C(D) c C be a continuum so that

f~x(f(D)) n C c intc(C(F>)) and C(DX) n C(D2) = 0 for every two different
Dx and D2 from Jf(C). There is a positive number a so that for each

C e Jf the distance between C(Dx) and QA) is greater than a for every

two different A and A from Jf(C). There is a positive number £ so that

f~x(&(f(D), £)) n C c intc(C(A) • There is a positive number n such that

« < e/2, « < ¿1/5 and |/(<?i)-/(<?2)| > 2« for each two different points ex and
i?2 from E(Jf). Let ¿ < a be a positive number so that for each x, y e X if

|x-j;|<<5 then \f(x) - f(y)\ < « .
Now suppose g: X —► [0, 1] is a ¿-map which respects the order of Jf . Let

F to be a finite subset of [0, 1] such that g(E(Jf)) c F and diam(g"'(^)) <
ö for each component A of [0, 1] \ T. For each t e T let q(t) be a point of

g~x(t) chosen from the smallest element of Jf possible so that q(g(e)) = e for

each e e E(Jf). For each t e T \ g(E(Jf)) let (a(t), b(t)) be the component

of [0, l]\g(E(Jf)) containing /. Observe that f(q(a(t))) < f(q(b(t))). Let
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t: F —> {-«, 0, «} be defined by

rn       if i g F \ s(FPH) and /(ç(0) < /(<?(««)),

T(i) = I -n     if í € T \ g(E(Jf)) and f(q(t)) > /(<?(/>«)),

I 0       otherwise.

Define p(i) = f(q(t)) + x(t) for teT and then extend p to [0, 1] by making

it linear on each component of [0, 1] \ F.

It is clear from the construction that (ii) is satisfied. To see that (iii) is

satisfied, take x e X. Let tx and t2 be consecutive elements of F so that

h < g(x) <t2. We have that diam(g_1([ii, t2])) < ô and thus \q(t¡) - x\ < ô

for i = 1, 2. So \f(q(ti))-f(x)\ < n . We also know that \p(ti)-f(q(t¡))\ < r\.
So \f(x) -p(t¡)\ < 2« and consequently \f(x) - p(g(x))\ < 2« < e .

To see that p is strictly controlled by g(Jf) observe first that the mono-

tonicity of p on E(g(Jf)) is a direct consequence of the construction. Now

let C e Jf. Let Co = g(l(C)) and Cx = g(r(C)). To see that p strictly re-
spects the order of g(Jf) it suffices to show that if t e T and Co < t < cx then

p(c0) <p(t)<p(cx).

Observe that by the choice of q(t) we have that q(t) e C. We also have

that p(c0) < p(a(t)) < p(b(t)) < p(cx). We consider three cases: (1) f(q(t)) <

p(a(t)), (2) p(a(t)) < f(q(t)) < p(b(t)) and (3) p(b(t)) < f(q(t)). Observe
that case 2 is obvious. In case 1 we have f(q(t)) > p(co) = /(/(C)) and

P{t) — f{QÍñ) + « > P(co), but, since p(b(t)) - p(a(t)) > n we have that

p(t) < p(b(t)) < p(cx). The proof in case 3 is just like that in case 1.

Now we will prove that if / satisfies condition (*) of the definition of being

controlled by Jf then p satisfies (*)s with respect to g(Jf). To that end it suf-

fices to prove that if CeJf, De Jf(C), /([/(C), r(D)]) = [/(/(C)), f(r(D))]
andteTn [g(l(C)), g(r(D))) then /(/(C)) < p(t) < f(r(D)).

We may assume that t i E(g(Jf)) = g(E(Jf)). So we have g(l(C)) <
a(t) < t < b(t) < g(r(D)). Let z e [1(C), r(D)] so that g(z) = t. Since g is

a ¿-map we have that \f(z) - f(q(t))\ < n . We will consider three cases: (a)

x(t) = 0, (b) x(t) = n and (c) x(t) = -«. In case (a) we have f(q(a(t))) <
f(Q(t)) < f(q(b(t))) so /(/(C)) < f(q(a(t))) < f(q(t)) < f(q(b(t))) < f(r(D)).
Incase (b) we have f(q(t) < f(q(a(t))) so p(t) = f(q(t)) + n < f(q(a(t))) + n <

f(Q(b(t))) < f(r(D)) and /(/(C)) < f(z) < f(q(t)) + « = p(t). Case (c) is a
mirror image of case (b).

So if / satisfies condition (*) of the definition of being controlled by Jf

then p satisfies (*), with respect to g(Jf). The proof in case (**) for /

implying (**)s is again a mirror image of the one presented and will be omitted.

To complete the proof of the lemma it remains to show that p satisfies

condition (iii) of the definition of being controlled g(Jf). Let C e Jf be so

that Jf(C) contains more than one element and let D e Jf(C). We must

exhibit continua (intervals) which we denote by G(D) so that G(D) c g(C),

P~l(p(g(D)))ng(C) c intg{C)(G(D)) and G(A)nC(A) = 0 if A and A are
different elements of Jf(C). Note that since ô < a, we have that g(C(Dx)) n
g(C(D2)) = 0 if A and A are different elements of Jf(C). We choose G(D)
to be g(C(D)) and observe that it will suffice to get p-l(p(g(A)) n S(Q C
G(D) since these intervals could be fattened slightly and still not meet each

other.
Let v be an arbitrary point of p~x (p(g(D))) n g(C). Let tx and t2 be in
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F so that tx is the greatest point of F which is less than or equal to v and

t2 is the least point of T which is greater than or equal to v . Since v e g(C)

we have l(g(C)) < tx < t2 < r(g(D)) so q(t¡) eC for 7 = 1,2.
There is a point d e D so that p(g(d)) = p(v). We observed earlier that

\f(x) -p(g(x))\ < 2n for each x e X, so we have that \f(d) -p(g(d))\ < 2n.

Since p is linear on [tx, t2], p(v) is between p(tx) andp(t2). These numbers

differ from f(q(tx)) and f(q(t2)) by at most « in each case, and, since \q(tx)-

q(t2)\<ô, |/(tf(íi))-/(tf(í2))|<«, we have that the interval [p(tx), p(t2)] has

length less than 3« . Thus \f(q(U))-f(d)\ < \f(q(ti))-p(v)\ + \p(v)-f(d)\ <
3« + 2« = 5« for 7 = 1,2. Since q(t\) and q(t2) belong to C, and 5« < t\,
we have that q(tx) and q(t2) are both in C(D). So tx and t2 are in g(C(D))

and v is also, and the proof of the lemma is concluded.   D

5. Strips in the plane

Definition. If A is a disk, 7 is an arc contained in the boundary of S and

n is a retraction of S to 7, then we will say that the triple (S, I, n) is a

strip provided that there is a homeomorphism « of S onto [0, 1] x [0, 1] so

that h(n(h~x((x, y)))) = (0, y) for every x, y e [0, 1]. For each s e S the

arc n~x(n(s)) will be denoted by F(n,s). Let w(n) denote the maximum

diameter of such arcs.

Suppose (S, I, it) is a strip, Z is a subset of S and sé is a semimonotone

collection of subsets of Z. We will say that n exposes sé in Z (or sé is
n-exposed in Z) provided that if A e sé and a e A then a = n(a) or, if C

is the component of F(n, a) \ {a} containing n(a) then C n Z c A .

Lemma 5.1. Suppose b, b', a' and a are real numbers so that b < b' <
a' < a. Let p: [b, a] —> [0, 1] be a map so that p~x(p(b)) c [b, b'] and
p~x(p(a)) c [a', a]. Let S denote the square [0, 1] x [0, 1]. Then there is a

map s: [b, a] —► [0, 1] so that s(b) = s(a) = 0, s(t) > 0 for each t e (b, a),

and the map h: [b, a] —> S defined by the formula h(t) — (s(t), p(t)) is an

embedding of [b, a] into S.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. (See Figure 1.) Without loss of generality we can assume

that b = 0, a = 1 and p(0) < p(l). Let c be the minimum value of p on the

interval [a', 1]. Note that c > p(0). Let d be a number so that p(0) < d < c.

Let u be the last point of [0, 1] so that p(u) - d. Obviously 0 < u < 1. Let
m be the maximum value of p on the interval [0, u]. Observe that m <p(l)

and d < p(t) for each t e (u, 1]. Let A denote the set {s e S\s = (t, p(t)) and
0 < t < u} and let 77 be the convex hull of A . For each z e[d, m] let y/o(z)

be the greatest real number so that (ipo(z), z) is a point of 77 n [0, 1] x {z} .

Observe that ipo is a continuous function of [mo, mx] and >Po(p(u)) = u and

ipo(p(t)) < u for t e (d, m]. There is a continuous function ip: [d, 1] --> [0, u]

so that y/(z) = ipo(z) for z e [d, m] and ip(z) = 0 for z > p(l). Let x be

a decreasing homeomorphism of the interval [u, 1] onto the interval [0, 1].

Define 5 by the following formula

_ f t    if0<t<u,

1(1- x(t))tp(p(t)) + ux(t)     ifu<t<l.
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P(a)

m

c

d

P(b)

Figure 1

Observe that since s(t) > ip(p(t)) for each te(u, 1 ), we have that «([0, u])

r\h([u, 1]) = {«(«)}. Obviously, « restricted to [0, u] is an embedding, so
to complete the proof of the lemma it is enough to prove that « restricted to

[u, 1] is a bijection. Suppose «(in) = h(t\) for some to, tx e [u, 1]. Then

p(to) = p(tx) and (1 - x(t0))v(P(to)) + ux(t0) = (1 - x(tx))y/(p(tx)) + ux(tx).
It follows that (t(7i) - x(t0))(u - y/(p(to))) = 0. The last equation is satisfied

only if t0 = tx, since ip(z) = u only if z = p(«) = d and by the choice of u,

p(t) > d for each t > u .    O
Figure 2 illustrates the construction, and aspects of the proof of the following

lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose Jf is a finite semimonotone collection of intervals con-
tained in [0,1] with [0, 1] G Jf. Let p: [0,1] ^ [0,1] be a map strictly
controlled by Jf. Suppose also that (S, I, n) is a strip and ho is a home-

omorphism of [0, 1 ] into the interior of I. Then there is an embedding «

of [0, 1] into the interior of S so that h(Jf) is n-exposed in «([0, 1]) and

n(h(t)) = ho(p(t)) for each te [0,1].

Proof of Lemma 5.2. Without loss of generality we can assume that S - [0, 1] x

[-2,2], 7 = {0} x[-2, 2], n is the projection of S onto 7, and h0(t) = (0,t)
for each t e [0, 1]. We will show that there is a map g: [0, 1] -*. [0, 1) so

that «: [0, 1] -> S defined by the formula h(t) = (g(t),p(t)) has the required
properties.

Let Jf(Jf) be the collection of all minimal (under inclusion) elements of
Jf . We will define g gradually on elements of Jf starting from Jf(Jf) and

then extending it to other elements of Jf. Let g(t) = 1/4 + t/4 for each
t e (Jf(Jf))*. To complete the proof of the lemma it is enough to extend g

to some C G Jf assuming that it is already defined on all elements of Jf(C).
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Figure 2

Let Cx, C2, ... , Cn be all the elements of Jf(C) ordered so that if C, =

[a,, b¡] then ax < bx < a2 < b2--- < a„ < b„. We can assume that there is

c G (0, 1) so that g(Ci) c [0, c] for each i = 1,...,«. Let bo denote the
left end of C and let an+l denote the right end of C. Since p is strictly

controlled by Jf we have that either

(*)  P([bo, a¡]) c [p(b0), p(bi)) or
(**)   n = 1 and p([bx, a2]) c (p(ax), p(a2)].

The proof in case (**) is exactly the same as in case (*) and « = 1. So we

can assume that (*) holds.

Denote by 77, the convex hull of h([a¿, b¡]). For each t e [p(a¡), p(b¡)] let

ipi(t) be the greatest real number so that (y/í(t), t) is a point of 77, n [0, 1] x

{t}. Observe that y/¡ is a continuous function of [p(a¿), p(b¡)] and since

p((a¡,bi)) c (p(a¡), p(bi)) we have that y/i(p(a¡)) = g(a,) and y/i(p(by)) =

g(bi). There is a map \p: [p(b0), p(an+x)] —> [0, c] so that y/(t) = y/¡(t) for

each t e [p(a¿), p(b¡)] and /= 1,...,« .
Observe that since p strictly respects the order of Jf, p(bo) < p(t) < p(an+x)

for each t e (bo, an+x). If bo < ax, there is a'Q e (bo, ax) so that p(t) < p(ax)

for each t e [b0, a'0]. If bn < ani.x, there is b'n e (bn, an+x) so that p(t) >

p(an) for each t e [b'n , an+x]. Define b'0 = bo and a'n = an+x . If « > 1 then

by (iii) of the definition of p being strictly controlled by Jf we have that for

i = I, ... , n-l, there are b\ and a\ so that b¡ < b¡ < a\ < ai+x, p(t) < p(ai+x)

for each t e [b¡, a\] and p(t) > p(b¡) for t e [b'¡, ai+l]. Applying Lemma 5.1
with b = bj, b' = b\, a! = a\ and a = ai+x for each / = 0, 1,...,«, we
get a map s¡: [b¡, a¡+i] -> [0, 1] so that s¡(b¡) = 0, s,(a,+i) = 0, s¡(t) > 0
for b¡ < t < ai+x, and the map «,: [b¡, ai+x] —► S defined by the formula

h¡(t) = (s¡(t), p(t)) is an embedding of [b¡, ai+x] into S.
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Let m¿ be the maximum of p on [b¡, ai+x]. Note that m¡ < p(b¡+x), since

p satisfies (*).
For each i = 0, ...,«- 1 there is a positive number c, < s¡(t) for each

t e [bi+x, ai+2] with p(t) < m¡. Let wn be a positive constant less than 1 - c.

For each i = n— I,... ,0 let w¡ = wi+lCi.
Extend g to [bo, an+x] by setting g(t) = ip(p(t)) + WjSj(t) for t e (b¡, ai+x)

and i = 0, 1, ... , «. Since g(t) > <p(p(t)) for t e (b¡, ai+x) and / =
0, 1,...,«, we have that h(C¡) is 7i-exposed in «(C). It may be verified

that the construction of g was so as to make « an embedding.   D

Lemma 5.3. Suppose (So, Io, no), (Sx, Ix, nx), (S2,12,n2), ... is a sequence

of strips so that Yl7Low{ni) < °° an^ $+1 c int(5j) for each positive integer i.

Let S = n^o$ • F°r eacn i = 0,1, ... , let DiC h be an arc so that A+i is
n¡-exposed in S¡+x. Suppose the sequence D0, A , A » • • •  has a limit, D.

(i) If 7T,(A+i ) C Dj for each i = 0, 1, ... and D is a one point set, then
D is accessible from the complement of S.

(ii) If 7r,(A+i) = A for each i = 0, 1,... , then the set of points of D
which are accessible from the complement of S is dense in D and contains all

points of local connectivity of D.

Proof of Lemma 5.3. Let d be a point of D and let d¡ e A be so that
lim,_>0Oi/, = d. Denote by a,_i the point 7t,_i(âf,). Let A¡ be the subarc

of F(7t,_i, d¡) containing a¡-X so that the other endpoint ¿, of A¿ is the only

point of the set A¡ n S¡. Observe that b¡ e A • since A is 7r,_i-exposed in

S¡. Since diam(F(7T,_i, í/,)) < w(n¡-x) and lim,_>00u;(7r;) = 0, we have that

lim,_00 A¡ = {d} and in particular lim,_>00 a, = lim,_00 b¡ = d. Let B¡ be the

subarc of 7, joining a, with b¡. Note that in both cases (i) and (ii) we have

that 73, c A , M and 73, are both in the complement of S, b¡ e A¡ n B¡ and
a, G Bi n Ai+x . To show that {d} U (J^i(Ai U73,) is an arc it is enough to show

that lim/^oo diam(7?,) = 0. It is obvious in case (i). We prove it later in case

(ii) if D is locally connected at d .
Suppose n¡(Di+x) = D¡ for each i = 0, I, ... . For each point c e A - let

O(c) be the subarc of F(n¡, c) containing c so that the other endpoint <p(c)

of O(c) is the only point of the set 0(c) D Si+l . Since 7r,(A+i) = A and
A+i is 7t,-exposed in Si+X, we have that <p(c) e A+i and the function q> can

be iterated. Since Yl'jíow(nj) < °° < there is a point Ç(c) G D so that the set

L(c) = {Ç(c)} U 0(c) U 0((?(c)) U Q>(q>2(c)) U <P(<p3(c)) U • • • is an arc. Note that
L(c) n S = C(c) and diam(L(c)) < ^=1 w(njî if c e D' ■ lt follows that the

set U^0 C(A) ■ which consists of points accessible from the complement of S,

is dense in D.
To complete the proof we have to show that lim,^oo diam(7?,) = 0. Let e be

an arbitrary positive number. We will prove that diam(73,) < e for sufficiently

large /. Since D is locally connected at d, there is a continuum V c D so that

d G intß(F) and diam(F) < e/5. Let ö > e/5 be a positive number so that

&(d, 2ô) c\D c V. Take i so large that a,, b¡ e 3§(d, 6) and £~, w(nf) <

ô . It follows that L(a¡) U L(b¡) C 3§(d, 26) and consequently C(a¡) and £(b¡)
belong to V. Observe that C = L(a¡) U L(b¡) U V is a subcontinuum of 5,

so that diam(C) < 28 + diam(F) < 3e/5. Since \n¡(s) - s\ < w(n¡) < ô for

each s e Si, we have that diam(n¡(C)) <2ö + diam(C) < e . Since a, and b¡
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are contained in n¡(C) and n¡(C) is connected, we have that 7?, c n¡(C) and

consequently diam(7?,) < e. This completes the proof of the lemma.   D

6. Main results

Theorem 6.1. Suppose X is an hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum

and Z is a countable collection of generalized layers of X. Then there is an

embedding g of X into the plane so that

(i) Acc(g(X)) n g(Z) is dense in g(Z) for each ZeZ and
(ii) if a point z is either a layer of an element of Z or it is the intersection

of some elements of Z, then g(z) e Acc(g(A)).

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let Z = {Z0, Zi, Z2,...}. We will construct:

(1) a decreasing sequence of positive numbers 1 > po > px > p2 > • ■ ■ ,

(2) a sequence of finite collections Jfo C Jfx c Jf2 c ■■■   of generalized
layers of X,

(3) a sequence of strips (S0, 70, 7r0), (Sx,Ix,nx), (S2, I2, n2), ... , and

(4) a sequence of maps go, g\, g2, ■■■ so that

(i) X, Z¡eJfi for each i = 0, 1, ... ,
(ii) g¡ is a map from X into the interior of 7, so that it is controlled by

Jfi for each i = 0, I, ... ,

(iii) if \x -y\ > 2"' then \g¡(x) - gi(y)\ > p¡ for each x, y e X and each
1 = 0,1,...,

(iv) w(n¡) < Pi2~x~l for each / = 0, 1, ... ,

(v) Si c int(5,_i) for each i=I,2,... ,
(vi) 7ti-x(gi(C)) = gi-x(C) for each C e Jf¡-X and ¿ = 1,2,...,

(vii) 7T,_i exposes g¡(Jf¡-X) in 5, for each i = 1, 2, ... , and

(viii) \g¡(x) - gi_x(x)\ > Pi-x2~'~x for each x e X and i = 1, 2.

Applying Lemma 4.4 with e = 1 and Z = {X, Zq} we get a finite collection

Jfo and a 1-map />: X —► (0, 1) so that X, Zo G Jfo and /> is controlled by
Jfo. Let 7o be an arc lying in the plane and let «o be a homeomorphism of

[0,1] into 7o . Let go = h0o f0 . Observe that go» X —> 70 is a 1-map which
controlled by Jf0. There is a positive number p0 < 1 so that if \x - y\ > 1

then | go CO _ «So CO I > Po for each x, y e X . Let So be a disk containing To

in the boundary and let 7to be a retraction of So to 7o so that (So, 70, 7To) is

a strip and w(no) < Po2~3 ■

Suppose Pi-x, Jfi-\, (Si-x, I¡-x, -Ti-i) and g,_i have been constructed.
We will construct p¡, Jf,, (S¡, 7,, n¡) and g¡.

Let «,_i be a homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto g,_i(A) and let /•_• = h~}x °

gi-x . There is a positive number e so that if |i - z| < e then |«,_i(f) -

«,_i(z)| < Pi-X2~'~2 for each /, z g [0, 1]. Let ô be a number satisfying the

conclusion of Lemma 4.5 applied with this e , / = /•_■ and Jf = Jf¡-X. We
can assume that ô < 2"'. Applying Lemma 4.4 we get a finite collection Jf¡ and

a ¿-map / of X onto [0, 1] so that Jf¡-XU{Z¡} cJf¡ and / is controlled by
Jfi. Observe that / respects the order of Jf¡- x, since it respects the order of Jf,

and Jfi-1 C Jfi. By the choice of à , there is a map p : [0, 1 ] —► [0, 1 ] so that

p is strictly controlled by /(^_i), p(f(e)) = f-X(e) for each e e E(Jf¡-X)
and \p(f(x)) - f-X(x)\ < e for each x e X. Applying Lemma 5.2 we get
an embedding «, of [0, 1] into the interior of S¡-X  so that hi(fi(Jf¡-X)) is
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7T,_i-exposed in «,([0, 1]) and 7r,_i («,(/)) = «,_i(p(7)) for each t e [0, 1].
Observe that ?r,_i(«,(0)) and 7t,_i(«,(l)) are the ends of 7r,_i(«,([0, 1])). The
arc «,([0, 1]) can be extended to an arc 7, containing «,([0, 1]) in its interior

so that 7, c int(5,-), the ends of 7, are mapped by rc,_i onto the ends of

Tii-xifi) and hj(fi(Jfj-x)) is 7i¡-i-exposed in 7,. Let g, = «,/. Observe that
g, is a ¿-map controlled by Jf¡ and that 7r,_i(g,(C)) = g,_i(C) for each

C G Jfi-x. Since <5 < 2~l, there is a positive number p¡ < //,_] so that if

I* - y\ > 2~' then |g,(x) - g,(OI > V-t f°r each x, y e X. Since the ends of
I i are mapped by jr,_i onto the ends of 7r,_i(7;), there is a disk S c int(5,_i)

containing 7, in its boundary so that {7,} is n¡-x-exposed in S. There is a

projection n of S to 7, so that (S, 7,, 7r) is a strip. By taking a disk &, close
to 7, and defining 7r, to be n restricted to S¡ we can get a strip (S¡, I¡, n¡)

with w(n¡) < p¡2~'~3. It is easy to verify conditions (i) through (vii) of the

construction. We will prove here condition (viii).

Let x be an arbitrary point of X. Since \p(f(x)) - /_i(x)| < e, by the
choice of e we have that

\hi-x(p(Mx))) -hi.x{fi-x C0)|</ii_i2-'"-2.

Since %i-x(hi(fi(x))) = h¡-x(p(fi(x))) and iu(7t,_i) < /i,_i2-'-2 , we have that

\hi(fi(x))-hi-x(p(fi(x)))\ < Pi-xi-1'1,

and consequently

\gi(x) - g,_,(x)| = \hi(f(x)) - «,_i(/_i(x))| < p.,-,2—'.

So the construction is complete.

It follows from (viii) that \gk(x) - g¡(x)\ < p¡2~i+x if 0 < i < k and
x e X. So the sequence {g,} converges uniformly to a continuous map g: X —>

fl^o S» • Note that \g(x) - gi(x)\ < Pi2-'+x for each i = 0,l, ... and x e X.
For each two different points x and y from A there is a positive integer /

so that \x - y\ > 2~l. Then |g,(x) - g¡(y)\ > p,■, by (iii). It follows that

\s(x) - S(y)\ > Pi - 2pi2~i+x > 0 for i > 2, so g(x) ¿ g(y) if x ¿ y . This
proves that g is an embedding.

Observe that if C is the intersection of a decreasing sequence Co, Cx, C2,

...  of subcontinua of X, then lim,-^ g¡(C¡) = g(C).
Let a point z be the intersection of some elements of Z. Let C, be the

minimal element of Jf, containing z . Then {z} = f|^0 C,. Applying Lemma

5.3 with A = g(C,) we get that g(z) is accessible from the complement of

S(X).
Let Z be an element of Z. There is a positive integer j so that Z G ̂  for

each i > j. Applying Lemma 5.3 with A = g(Z) we get that Acc(g(A))ng(Z)
is dense in g(Z) and contains all points of local connectivity of g(Z). Since

an hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum Z is locally connected at its

point z if and only if z is a degenerate layer of Z , the proof of the theorem

is complete.   D

The proofs of the Lemmas 6.2 and 6.4 use a technique similar to that in [5,

9 and 12].

Lemma 6.2. Suppose X is a plane compactum and Jf is a collection of mutu-

ally exclusive nondegenerate continua contained in X. If each point of Jf* is

accessible from the complement of X, then Jf is countable.
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Proof of Lemma 6.2. Suppose that Jf is uncountable. For each C e Jf let

ac and be be two points accessible from the complement of X. Without loss

of generality we may assume that C is irreducible between ac and be » There

exist disjoint disks Da and Db so that ac and be are contained in Da and

Db , respectively for each C belonging to an uncountable subcollection of Jf,

which we can assume is Jf itself.

Let Fc C C be a continuum irreducibly intersecting both Da and Db »

A point of Fc \ (Da U A) is accessible from some component Gc of the

complement of X U Da U A ■ So there is a component Gc of the complement

of X U Da U A so that cl(Gc) intersects Fc . Since no component of the

complement of X U Da U A can intersect more than two sets Fc and there

are only countably many components of the complement of X U Da U Db , Jf

could not have been uncountable.   G

The following corollary answers Problem 6 from [11].

Theorem 6.3. A chainable continuum X can be embedded in the plane in such a

way that every point is accessible from its complement if and only if it is Suslinean.

Proof of Theorem 6.3. It was observed by A. Lelek (see Comment to Problem 6

in [11]) that if X is not Suslinean then, regardless of its embedding in the plane,

it has inaccessible points (or this may be deduced from Lemma 6.2). If X is

Suslinean then X is hereditarily decomposable. Let Z be the collection of all
nondegenerate generalized layers of X. Since X is Suslinean this collection

is countable. Since each point of A is a generalized layer of X, each point

of X is either a layer of an element of Z or the intersection of such. Now

we can apply Theorem 6.1, thereby obtaining an embedding with all points

accessible.   D

Lemma 6.4. Suppose X is a chainable hereditarily decomposable continuum

contained in the plane. Let S be a connected dense subset of X and let Jf be

a collection of mutually exclusive nondegenerate continua contained in X \ S. If

each element of Jf contains at least two points accessible from the complement

of X, then Jf is countable.

Proof of Lemma 6.4. Suppose that Jf is uncountable. For each C e Jf let

ac and be be two points accessible from the complement of X. Without

loss of generality we may assume that C is irreducible between ac and be .

Since X does not separate the plane, there is an arc Lc contained in the plane

meeting X only at the points ac and be which are its ends. Observe that

C U Lc separates the plane into two components. Since S is dense in X and

S n (C U Lc) = 0 , one of the components of the complement of C U Lc does

not intersect X. We will denote this component by Ac. In each C choose

a point zc different from both ac and be and let Sc be the distance of zc

to Lc . Since ac > 0 for each C e Jf, there is a positive number e and an

uncountable collection Jfo c Jf so that Sc > e for each C eJfo. There is an
uncountable collection Jfx c Jfo and an open disk D so that diam(7)) < e and

zc e D for each C eJfx . Observe that since C is irreducible, D n Ac ^ 0.

For each C eJf\ choose a component Ec of D n Ac .

Suppose Ec r\EC' ¿ 0 for any two different C, C e Jf\. Then cl(FC') C
Ac , but since cl(Fc) ilC/0, C would intersect Ac which is a contradic-
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tion. So {Fc|C eJfx) is an uncountable collection of mutually exclusive open

sets in the plane. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.   D

Theorem 6.5. An hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X can be em-

bedded in the plane in such a way that each endpoint is accessible from the com-

plement if and only if there are only countably many nondegenerate generalized

end layers.

Proof of Theorem 6.5. Let Z be the collection of nondegenerate generalized

end layers.

If Z is uncountable then it contains an uncountable subcollection Jf of

mutually disjoint nondegenerate generalized end layers. Since each element of

Jf contains at least two endpoints it follows from Lemma 6.4 that X cannot be

embedded in such a way that each endpoint is accessible from the complement

of X.
If Z is countable then each endpoint is either a layer of an element of Z or

it is the intersection of some elements of Z, therefore it follows from Theorem

6.1 that X can be embedded in such a way that each endpoint is accessible from

the complement of X.   D

In view of Example 3.1 Theorem 6.5 answers Problem 5 from [11].

Corollary 6.6. The hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum in Example

3.1 cannot be embedded in such a way that each endpoint is accessible from the

complement.
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